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Even when Consciousness has veiled itself in a 
cloak of beliefs, doubts, fears and feelings, the taste 
of its own unlimited, free and fearless nature is 
embedded within every experience, and this taste is 
often experienced as a sort of nostalgia or longing.

This longing is often wrongly associated with an 
event or a time in our lives, often in childhood, 
when things seemed to be better, when life seemed 
to be happier. However, this longing is not for a 
state that existed in the past—it is for the peace 
and freedom of Consciousness that lies behind 
and is buried within every current experience.

What was present ‘then’ as ‘Happiness’ was simply 
the unveiled presence of this very Consciousness 
that is seeing and understanding these words.

Rupert Spira—The Transparency of Things
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PREFACE

I was driving along a mountain ridge in the south 
of France. There were forests growing on its steep 

slopes, and above these the sky was perfectly clear 
and blue. Imperceptibly my thoughts went back to 
a holiday I had spent at the seaside as a child. Back 
then, the dunes had seemed to obstruct my view of 
the endless sea. Looking at all this sand, my image 
of the sea in my childish mind evoked a longing for 
this mysterious stretch of water—a longing that 
could never be fulfilled by seeing it or swimming in 
it. When I grew older I longed for summer during 
every winter, even when I knew this longing would 
never be fulfilled when summer would actually be 
there and the sun would show the world in its most 
beautiful guise.

Back home from France I realised that it had 
always been the same longing all along. It just hadn’t 
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been a pure longing, for it had been mixed with 
nostalgia for something I once knew: the essence 
of summer, of sea, of the pure experience of ‘being 
there’. The Japanese call this feeling yugen, a word 
which has been described as ‘watching wild geese 
fly and being hidden in the clouds’. I resolved to 
make a record for myself of the moments in which 
this feeling of yugen had been there. Whether it was 
because of my resolve, or part of a natural unfolding, 
the moments became ever more numerous. I also ran 
across descriptions from other people pointing at the 
same kind of experience. Many were artists—Blake 
and Wordsworth, Cézanne and Rothko, Cage and 
Oliveiros, Kazantzakis and Pelletier, the Dutch poet 
Kopland. They too tried to capture the essence of 
things. Most of them, though, were philosophers and 
mystics—the old Zen masters, J. Krishnamurti, Alan 
Watts, Wei Wu Wei, Douglas Harding, Rupert Spira. 
Their recognition of the non-personal nature of Being 
and the apparent path towards it resonated time and 
again with ‘my own path’and ‘my own recognition’.

In this way a wickerwork construction of memo-
ries and experiences of myself and others slowly 
developed. It aspired to show, in all sorts of way, 
how the path of ‘unpersoning’ wound its way in ever-
changing perspectives: from inside to outside, from 
time to timelessness, from I to Self, from separate-
ness to Oneness, from experience to Emptiness. Of 
course these descriptions are nothing but words, and 
words are never that to which they are pointing—in 
particular the words that are written in capitals in 
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spiritual literature. Still they endeavour—sometimes 
elegantly, sometimes awkwardly—to point to that 
which is without perspective, to that which is there 
before something can be thought or said about it. In 
the end, I hope it will be clear that without any per-
spective or viewpoint there is no inside or outside, no 
time, no experience, no self and no other.

This book is not about me, not about my travels, 
memories or spiritual experiences. Together these 
only make a two-dimensional picture that might con-
tain a three-dimensional truth if you’re able to look at 
it with an open mind and a loving heart. The picture 
itself doesn’t really matter. The important thing is the 
switch from flat to deep. Unknowingly, you make this 
switch many times a day, during those moments in 
which you suddenly forget yourself. But when you’re 
really aware of it, the true depth of life will be recog-
nised as the unchanging Now, and you will know that 
this is the only truth.
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THE STONENESS OF STONES

There was a child went forth every day
And the first object he look’d upon, that object he became,

And that object became part of him for the day
or a certain part of the day,

or for many years or stretching cycles of years.

Walt Whitman 

I just was, without beginning or end. During the 
first years of my life this being extended itself in all 

directions. I was carried by a river that never over-
flowed the banks of the present. Crawling on the floor 
and playing in the street I found myself in a magical 
place that set my senses afire. I didn’t have a name 
yet, nor a face. I didn’t feel I was acting on behalf of 
myself. In fact, I didn’t feel I was acting at all. I saw 
things happening by themselves. Life was a mysteri-
ous movement. I felt like a leaf blowing in the wind. 
I was as malleable as dough, and the moon was no 
bigger or further off than my hand clutching at it. 
When I closed my eyes, the world disappeared. When 
I opened them, the world was there again. When I was 
happy, everything around me was radiating with hap-
piness. When I got angry, the whole world exploded 
with rage. When a desire arose in me, I totally lost 
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myself in it. When I was afraid, the world seemed to 
grew numb and turn into ice.

I didn’t know the smallest thing then about ben-
efit or intrinsic value. I knew nothing of profit motives 
and margins, but no one needed to tell me what our 
house smelled like, what the footsteps of my mother 
sounded like and what I had eaten yesterday. I used 
to sit and watch things when there didn’t seem to be 
anything of interest to be watched. I used to listen 
when everything seemed silent, and I heard life mak-
ing itself noticed as sound. I witnessed a world that 
took care of itself without effort and allowed me to 
play without end. In that way I came to know the 
stoneness of stones and the wetness of water. 

But somehow, one day the simplicity of undivided 
being seemed to vanish without my noticing it in any 
way. I lost my way in life when it became ‘my life’. 
Only once in a while I suddenly remembered who or 
what I actually am. How could this happen?

A young child is still pure awareness without any 
sense of form or identity. Only immediate reality 
attracts its attention, and it would keep experiencing 
itself as the pure, untainted, formless consciousness 
that it truly is, if only a certain drastic change would 
fail to occur. But that change never does fail to occur, 
because pure Consciousness seems to narrow itself 
into a personal consciousness. For centuries this been 
talked and written about as ‘the fall from paradise’.

When a child is two or three years old, it develops 
a sense of ‘I’. It starts to look at itself as a limited 
being, like the rest of humankind. “We have grown 
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down, not up,” Douglas Harding wrote. “Instead of 
being present and together with the stars—and all 
things under the stars—we have shrunk away and 
withdrawn from them. Instead of containing our 
world, it now contains us—what’s left of us.”

While we are growing up, we never hear anyone 
refer to our original Self, because the Self is hardly 
ever experienced consciously. Consciousness, which 
is totally open at first and capable of experiencing 
every dimension of existence, contracts and narrows 
into an unrecognizable version of its very own Self.

In this way all of us slowly, but inevitably, develop 
an image of ourselves as a transient, vulnerable object 
that’s separate from all other objects and appearances. 
This idea is the core around which an endless series 
of thoughts and emotions is circling, like electrons 
around an atom. The fallacy of this is not seen because 
the millions of unconnected thoughts and associated 
emotions seem to form one whole, like the picture 
frames of a movie. The I is simply not able to be aware 
of its own limitations, let alone its own non-reality.

When the whirlpool of thoughts is fully devel-
oped as a self-generating system, Consciousness very 
rarely experiences itself outside of the narrowness of 
thought anymore. The circuit is closed and the child 
experiences itself permanently as separate from the 
ground of its being. Consciousness seems to contract 
around a fictitious ‘I’. What remains is the persona, 
the person as a mask that’s being used to uphold itself 
in the world, in the midst of all that’s ‘not-me’. There 
is a sense of being a toy or puppet at the mercy of 
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powers outside ourselves, over which we try to gain 
control without ever actually succeeding. We are 
not able to see that those powers are all part of our 
very own Self. Cautiousness takes the place of open-
mindedness, fear takes the place of trust. In our fear, 
once we have grown ‘up’, we walk away from here-
and-now. This fear, like thought, is never a response 
to whatever’s happening, but to what might happen, 
based on memories of what seems to have been. It can 
take on any form: not daring to give love from fear of 
getting hurt; not daring to spend money from fear of 
losing it all; not daring to show feelings from fear of 
being misunderstood. One can even be afraid of being 
happy for fear of losing this happiness in the future. 
These are all different versions of the existential fear 
that dominates our fictitious I and erodes our natu-
ral, intuitive intelligence. “We are the hollow men”, 
T.S. Eliot wrote. “We are the stuffed men, leaning 
together …”. Shiva’s dance of life comes to a standstill 
and becomes a meaningless photograph in black-and-
white. Muktananda used to say: “You either see the 
world as frozen, or you see God.”

We develop into hollow men very gradually. The 
period between complete innocence and the iden-
tity crisis of the adolescent still contains countless 
moments of undifferentiated Being. In my case it was 
the moving of my family from a big city to the coun-
tryside that threw me back into a new, unknown world 
waiting to be discovered, allowing me to experience 
that phase of childlike innocence all over again. To 
compensate for the abrupt interruption of my regular 
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life and the loss of all my friends, my parents gave me 
a bike. It had neither gears nor brakes. I didn’t know 
what to do with it, but in all innocence I just mounted 
it and got on my way. I pedalled around all day, from 
home to school and from the farm of one friend to 
that of the next. My ignorance was no obstacle to 
me. On the contrary, it gave me endless pleasure to 
see, hear and smell things for the first time: the kale 
growing by the side of the road in winter, the dogs 
guarding the yards of the farmers around the village, 
the tractor with which I was allowed to plough the 
fields, the dens we boys dug as deep in the ground 
as possible. I wanted to see everything, experience 
everything, to know everything. It was a hunger for 
life that was almost insatiable.

But the more I got to know, the more my original 
innocence got lost. I had to search for it later on in 
my life in faraway places where everything was new 
again. But all the knowledge I had gathered by that 
time had started to veil the simple happiness I used to 
know. When I travelled to some exotic place, I would 
move on after a couple of days, once again looking 
for this not-knowing that had become so dear to me, 
but which seemed to escape me faster and faster. But 
sometimes I suddenly saw things as new and unknown, 
just as I had when I was a child. Those moments were 
rare at first, but they started to be more spacious as 
time went by, until I became that space myself.
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GOD’S EYE

Brahma is wearing all faces that exist,
and they are all the masks of Brahma.

They are not only human faces,
but also animal faces, insect faces,
vegetable faces and mineral faces;

everything is the supreme self
playing at being that.

 Alan Watts - The Philosophies of Asia

If the game of life has any purpose, it must be that 
it enables us to recover the clarity, simplicity and 

open-mindedness that seem to be lost, or at least 
forgotten. Playing this game enables Consciousness 

to expand in all directions and grow clearer, until 
the point of complete clarity is reached—the point 
in which all ego-related sensations and perceptions 
dissolve. What remains is a state in which we’re 
aware that everything we seem to do and experience 
happens without there being something or someone 
that does it or experiences it. In that moment we look 
straight into the eyes of God.

Consciousness is the theatre in which the game of 
life is playing. It creates the possibility of coming to 
know itself as the only Self in all that appears, with-
out panicking or falling into despair when the drama 
of life unfolds. For who is experiencing this drama? 
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Does someone in the audience have any reason to be 
grieved when the actor on stage acts as if something 
terrible has happened to him? Life is a drama, a play, 
a dream of which Krishna, in the Bhagavad Gita, says 
to Arjuna: “In this dream you are allotted a certain 
role. You need to play this role without being con-
cerned about the consequences. The only thing you 
can do is to play the role to the best of your abilities.”

The real drama is our ignorance, which makes us 
afraid of whatever is happening on stage. Voltaire, the 
French writer and philosopher, knew this when he 
wrote: “God is a comedian, playing for an audience 
that’s too afraid to laugh.” God’s play is being per-
formed in a place that occupies no space, but contains 
all space and all possibilities. From this ‘place’ we’re 
aware, with great clarity, of the ways the drama plays 
itself out.

Intuitively I knew of this ‘place’as a child. When 
I was four years old, I became very ill. I was in the 
hospital for nearly three months. During my time in 
hospital I had to have several injections every two or 
three days. These injections were painful and I was 
frightened, but soon I found a way to bypass both 
the fear and the pain. Whenever I stretched out my 
arm and the doctor started to clean my skin with a 
disinfectant, I withdrew, as it were, from my body. My 
arm no longer belonged to me, but to the doctor. I 
temporarily went to a ‘place’ deep inside of me where 
I was safe and insensitive to pain. I took it for granted 
that I should have access to that place. Somehow it felt 
like a home I had known from the very beginning of 
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my life, a home in which I could take refuge whenever 
that was needed. It was quiet there and I was alone 
there, without ever feeling lonely.

Now, many years later, I look in the mirror and try 
to reduce reality to its essence. I see a body which has 
been appearing in the mirror in different shapes and 
forms as long as I can remember. People have always 
told me that it’s me there in the mirror, and for a very 
long time I believed that was true. But now this truth 
has been replaced by my own truth, my own wisdom, 
not the truth and the wisdom of others. Now I know 
that truth is nothing but a void that’s being aware of 
itself in every moment. It’s pure intelligence, creating 
all that appears. By staying there, by simply being it, 
the essence becomes visible.

I walk to the window. Above the tops of the trees 
in front of my house I see an endless blue sky. The 
moon shows itself between the trees. The whole uni-
verse is within me. The physical universe emanates 
from me in the same way love emanates from me, and 
hunger, and grief. The moon ‘out there’ reflects my 
own inner moon—the pure, untainted beauty of it, 
the nakedness and the innocence that’s inside of me. 
I realise that I coincide with everything I perceive. 
Meister Eckhart expressed it this way:

The eye with which I see God, is the same 
eye with which God sees me. My eye and 
God’s eye are one and the same—one in 
seeing, one in knowing, one in loving.
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We are everywhere, inside as well as outside our 
bodies. We coincide both with ‘spaces’ and all the 
things they contain. Their centre is everywhere, their 
circumference nowhere. It’s the centre of all that 
appears, the axis mundi, the point at which all lines 
cross, where movement and stillness unite. Maybe this 
mystery is too great to be put into words effectively. 
But what can be said about it is that it shapes all things 
and that it’s the source of all awareness, of all of life. 
In the ancient scriptures it’s called ‘the chamber of the 
Lord’. About this chamber a beautiful story is told.

One day a man knocked on the door of God’s 
chamber. God asked: ‘Who’s there?’ The man 
answered: ‘It’s me.’ ‘Go away’, said God and kept 
silent. The man went away, disappointed. Many times 
after that he knocked on God’s door, but always to 
no avail. Finally he gave up. He could no longer say 
who he was, because he was aware of nothing else but 
God’s presence. In a desperate attempt he knocked on 
God’s door one last time. ‘Who’s there?’ God asked. 
‘It’s you’, the man answered. God smiled and said: 
‘Come in and be welcome.’

Over the years, the essence of this parable has 
been put into words in many different ways. But 
the message has always been the same: we coincide 
with, indeed we are, the Consciousness that contains 
all phenomena, but which, for this reason, cannot be 
called a phenomenon itself. Everyone is able to ‘find 
themselves back’ as this one Consciousness, which is 
the source of everything. But in the end, even this 
statement is nothing more than a conceptual refer-
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ence to reality, and in addition to that, it can be very 
misleading. For even the feeling of being lost, of 
being separate, is safely embedded in a Oneness that 
can’t be broken or split up, and which is the absolute 
Reality of our existence as a human being. Reality is 
therefore always this Oneness, of which we can only 
become aware by playing the game that’s handed to 
us between our apparent birth and death. The fact 
that it’s a game, a play, is hard to see and understand, 
according to Alan Watts, because it’s meaningless and 
has no rules. It’s not related to anything but itself:

What is the meaning of a pelican, a sunflower, a 
sea-urchin, a mottled stone, or a galaxy? Or of a + 
b = b + a? They are all patterns, dancing patterns 
of light and sound, water and fire, rhythm and 
vibration, electricity and space-time …. The world’s 
an arabesque of such stunning rhythm, with a plot 
so intriguing that we are drawn by its web into a 
state of involvement where we forget it’s a game.

Once life is understood to be a divine play without 
any meaning or rules, it will also be clear that there’s 
no-one playing it. The I has vanished into the One-
ness in which everything appears, and from which 
it had never been separated in the first place. In the 
end, it will also be seen that it couldn’t have been any 
different, because I and Oneness are the same ever- 
changing process. What happens is accepted without 
reserve, because nothing can change the course this 
process is taking.
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This acceptance doesn’t mean that all problems 
and difficulties have to be simply taken for granted. 
Acceptance rather means acting according to the 
way a situation develops, without thinking of past 
or future. Acceptance really isn’t anything but trust-
ing what is. It anchors you to the present. It’s the 
basic trust that’s inherent in children and animals. 
I recognize it in my cat, who’s often watching the 
world without any goal or purpose. After some time 
he goes rambling around, looking for prey, without 
having made a conscious and balanced decision as to 
where to go and what to do. Sometimes he returns 
with nothing achieved to sit just where he was a short 
while ago. There’s no shame or loss of face. His basic 
trust in life has remained unviolated.

Living in trust and acceptance comes from the 
realisation that life has no alternative, and really 

doesn’t need one. This makes it possible to walk the 
way of life lightly along the folds of the universe, and 
to replace the time of the clock by the circular course 
of the sun, the moon and the seasons. We eat when 
we’re hungry; we drink when we’re thirsty. We’re 
invited to cease paying attention to name and fame. 
Ignorance is replaced by an unconscious knowing that 
needs no I—a knowing that’s based on relationship 
instead of contrast, and on harmony instead of dis-
harmony. The inner landscape sees itself reflected in 
trees, clouds, waves and everything in between. The 
body expands into space. The Self has recognized 
itself as the only reality.


